While there have been ongoing revisions to RDA since its initial release in 2010, a major restructuring and redesign of RDA (3R) is planned for April 2018. To this end, there will be a freeze to any changes and revisions of RDA beginning in April 2017 until the completion of the 3R project. It is still undecided what the new product will be called (not RDA 2.0, rather a new Expression of RDA), but it is clear that the 3R project will entail more than a major revision of content and will be comprehensive with the primary goals of clarification and streamlining. The changes will be largely conceptual in nature, affecting the theoretical framework of RDA and the navigability of the toolkit, but are not expected to have a major impact on rules or on the day-to-day operations of cataloging.

1. Adoption of IFLA Library Reference Model (LRM)
   • intended to be the new conceptual framework for RDA, taking the place of FRBR/FRAD
   • greater emphasis on relationships
   • more appropriate model for BIBFRAME/Linked Data
2. Synchronization of the Open Metadata Registry (OMR) and RDA
   • currently both are maintained separately and kept in sync manually
   • going forward, changes will be made only in the OMR and imported into RDA
3. Creation of a North American RDA Committee (NARDAC)
   • address issues that are of specific relevance to U.S. and Canadian libraries
   • serve as a conduit between regional RDA users and RSC regarding RDA development
   • members will represent ALA, CCC, and LC
4. Changes to Relationship Designators
   • scope notes, examples, and restrictions
   • secondary definitions will be removed or moved to the level of a primary definition
     o “… a halogen (chlorine, bromine, iodine, or fluorine)…” -> “… chlorine, bromine, iodine, or fluorine…”
5. Clarifying language
   • in definitions and instructions “resource” will be replaced with the specific entity term
   • “person, family, or corporate body” will be replaced with “agent”
   • omit definite and indefinite articles from the preferred label of new RDA elements
6. Toolkit structure and accessibility
   • responsive design (emphasis on tablets)
   • data conversion to DITA format (allow for creation of unique “views” of RDA content
   • 3 views of RDA content
     o Workflow view
     o Elements view
     o Policy Statement view
   • improved user-created content tools (ability to personalize display)
   • integrates display of RDA instructions with related documents (examples, policy statements, etc.)

For more information see:
• 3R: http://www.rdatoolkit.org/blog/3RProject
• OMR: http://metadataregistry.org/
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ATLA SACO FUNNEL UPDATE

The Professional Development Committee is working with Gillian Harrison Cain, Director of Member Programs, to prepare a webinar this spring to update everyone on the ATLA funnel projects, providing especially an update on the SACO program at ATLA. This webinar will pick up and continue the discussion of creating an ATLA SACO funnel, the basic idea of which
was presented at the last annual conference. Anyone who is interested in proposing new subject headings (including new genre/form terms in religion) as well as new LC classification numbers is invited to participate in this webinar. The webinar is scheduled for Wednesday, May 17, at 2:00 pm EST. Consult the February ATLA Newsletter for more information.
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